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India, the world's fourth largest market for internet penetration as well as the region with the
maximum internet broadband growth, has a huge potential market for the internet with abundant

broadband population and scope for the high-speed internet services. Hi-speed internet has always
been a dream for the Indians, and now they can get it at an affordable price. The fastest internet

broadband ISP in India is Tata DoCoMo. The firm has a range of completely electric vehicles that it
has been marketing in India for several years. Tata Motors is keen to make inroads in China, the

world's biggest market for electric vehicles, and also showcase the strengths of its industrial
operations. Tata Sky has made changes to its data cap policy for its users. The company has notified
an increase in the data cap for its broadband and FTTH offerings. The new cap would be Rs 9,999 for

a broadband plan, Rs 4,999 for an FTTH plan, Rs 7,991 for its FTTH service with a PureConnect
modem, Rs 8,999 for its FTTH service with DSP modem and for its ADSL services it would be Rs 999.

Facing competition from Reliance Jio, Tata Docomo has intensified its brand building exercise by
launching a new campaign in the form of a short film, titled 'Don't Let Your Eyes Sleep,' which

features Arjun Kapoor. Tata DOCOMO is offering 2GB data for free for the first time in its unlinked
customers, not linked with the television sets with any of the internet plans. Customers will get the

2GB of data free with the data pack of Rs 1299 and Rs 2499 in a month for a period of 2 months. It is
a tariff of Rs 999 for 3GB and Rs 1,499 for 5GB.
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at present, tata sky offers only its 'dtt' (direct to home) subscription, but the company plans to offer
its 'ott' (over-the-top) services as soon as its license is approved. the mumbai-based company plans

to expand its services to other parts of the country in a phased manner. tata sky also announced
that it will be introducing a new prepaid reload card in july, offering rs 5,000 in added value. in a

separate post, the company also announced the launch of the tata sky hd play channel on the tata
sky dth platform. the channel will bring live coverage of the ipl matches. finally, tata sky has

announced its all new hd channels. the company has launched more than 40 channels in hd. the new
hd channels are set to launch in july. heres a look at the new hd channels to be launched by tata sky:

the step by step manual for the tata sky mobile app is now available on the company website. tata
sky will also be releasing a new app for both android and ios users. the mobile app is expected to be
launched by the end of june this year. tata sky is also set to launch its virtual mobile phone app for

android and ios users. the app allows users to make and receive calls, send text messages and make
international calls from the app. the app will also allow users to make voip calls. tata sky has also
launched its service to have a dedicated number on the app which users can use to make calls.

heres a look at the app: tata sky subscribers will be able to enjoy services like access to movies on-
demand, downloading tv shows, movies and music, playing mobile games and purchasing branded

goods and accessories through the app. heres a look at the tata sky app: 5ec8ef588b
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